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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the recent years there has been as increasing interest in the study and 
application of generalized functionals over infinite dimensional spaces. 
Typical examples arising in probability theory can be found in the work of 
Hida [4; and references quoted there], Meyer [7], Watanabe [13] and 
others. 
Here we shall work on a Gaussian space (%,Y*, B, dp), -lr* being the 
dual of a real nuclear space, 69 its topological o-algebra and dp a Gaussian 
measure on 59 (for details cf. Section 2). We construct a class of Gel’fand 
triples 
2:: 7) L2(Jf*, dp)? z4 (1.1) 
indexed by certain operators A on a Hilbert space ~8 c ,Y*. C, (L’; resp.) 
will serve as a space of test (resp. generalized) functionals on JV*. The 
spaces of the above quoted authors can be recovered as special cases. 
The cone LX’;,+ of positive generalized A/*-functionals will be studied 
and we shall prove two results which are analogous to Bochner’s classical 
theorem (cf. e.g. [3]): 
(a) Elements in Cj;,, are represented on a dense subspace (including 
the polynomials) of C, by positive measures. 
(b) In the special case A = 1 (identity on Y?), an element of CT is 
positive if and only if its Fourier transformation is positive definite. 
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It is the hope of the author that, apart from their possible structural 
interest, these results find applications in the problem of constructing non- 
Gaussian measures over infinite dimensional spaces, by regarding them as 
positive generalized functionals. 
The organization of this article is as follows: in Section 2 some 
background material is presented and the spaces Zj4*) are constructed. 
Section 3 is devoted to result (a), while Section 4 treats result (b). In an 
appendix a technical lemma is proved. 
2. BACKGROUND AND CONSTRUCTION OF SPACES 
Let Jf be a real, separable, nuclear pre-Hilbert space with compatible 
scalar product (., .) (cf. [3]). 2 denotes the completion of J under )a(, 
the norm induced by (., .), JV* is the dual of JP” and (e,. ) the canonical 
pairing of dual spaces. By the Bochner-Minlos theorem [3] 
C(t):=exp(-l/2 ItI*), <EN V-1) 
is the Fourier transform of a unique Gaussian measure p on the 
topological a-algebra 99 over J(r*. 
As typical examples JV = Y( Rd), the Schwartz space of rapidly decreas- 
ing smooth functions, and X = HP(@), the Sobolev space of order p, 
should be mentioned: free Euclidean quantum field theory in d dimensions 
corresponds to the choice p = - 1; for p = 0 we have a white noise space 
(Y*(lQd), 9?, &). White noise with one dimensional time parameter (p = 0, 
d= 1) can be used to formulate a theory of Wiener functionals [4]. 
The LP-spaces over the Gaussian space (.,V*, a’, flu) will be denoted by 
Lp, their norms by 11. lip and the scalar product on L2 by (., .)2. 
We shall denote by d the algebra of X*-functionals generated by 
exp i( ., 5 ), 5 E JV, by 9 the algebra of polynomials in the variables 
(x, 5)(x E JV*, g E JV), and by d the algebra generated by polynomials 
and exponential functionals exp A( *, <), 5 E Jlr, A E @. Note that 9, 8 and 
LX? are dense in all Lp 1 <p-c co. 
It is well-known (e.g. [ ll]), that the Hilbertspace L2 is isomorphic to 
r(s), the symmetric Fock space over the complexification SC of Z: 
l-(3?) := 6 (2q.)@‘” (2.2) 
(6 denotes the symmetric tensor product) and the isomorphism can be 
implemented by the transformation [5] 
s: L2 + r(x) 
v-sv 
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with 
(2.3) 
Another important transformation on L* is similar in some aspects to 
the Fourier transformation in finite dimensions: 
T: L2 -+ 9(.iV, C) 
with 
(TV)(<) := 1 ei(xJ) q(x) d/l(x), (I E .Af (2.4) 
Here a(&, C) is the reproducing kernel Hilbert space over .+‘ with 
reproducing kernel given by the characteristic functional (2.1) [4]. T is 
unitary too (up to a factor C(t)). 
As in (2.3), we shall consider elements f in r(.Z’), ,f= (,f’“‘; n E L + ), as 
functionals over J” via 
f(t) := f .f’“‘(t,..., 5) (2.5) 
n = 0 
For VE JV, (D,f)(<) is the Frechet derivative offin direction q at < and 
for an Jlr*-functional cp E L2 we define 
(a(v) VP(X) := (S -‘&%)(4 (2.6) 
whenever the r.h.s. of (2.6) exists. Moreover, if (e,; k E Z + ) c .N is a CONS 
of 2, we shall use the notation 
ak = ace,) (2.7) 
It is not hard to see that for all YI E X, all XE Jt’*, all 9 EL&, (a(q) q)(x) 
exists and that a(q) & = &, Moreover, a(q) can be extended to a linear 
operator on L2, with dense, complete domain tf*’ (see below) and its 
adjoint 13*(q) is defined on LF1 too. Of course, a(q) and 13*(q) are standard 
annihilation and creation operators on L2. 
If A: Z’ -P X is a linear selfadjoint, positive operator with $@(A”) =) ..h-, 
for all n E N, we consider its (ess. selfadjoint, positive) second quantizations 
T(A), &(A) on T(Z) (cf. [2, 10, 111) and the operators 
y(A) := SPf(A) s 
dy(A) := s-’ df(A) s 
(2.8) 
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on L2, and e.g. B may be taken as a dense domain for both. Note that in 
case that A has purely discrete spectrum with Ae, = pLkek (s.a.), we find 
4w= f pkwk 
k=O 
(2.9) 
=kTopkc ek> ak-a;) 
and in particular &(l) is the number-or Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator. 
Next we define the spaces LZ,k, 1 QP < co, k E Z + , as the completions of 
S under the norms 
A 11 ’ t1p.k := [I(1 +c+(A))~“. JIP (2.10) 
Note that 
Ly c L”kk (2.11) 
for q <p and all k E h + by Holder’s inequality and 
LpAk+l cLp) 
for all p~[l, co), keZ+, since for a>0 (l+&(A))-” extends to an 
LP-contraction. (This follows immediately from the fact that 
exp( - t &(A)) = y(exp( - tA)) is a contraction semigroup on all Lp, 
1 dp< m, Clll.) 
The space Z, of Jlr*-test functionals is now defined as the projective 
limit of the system (L2k; p E N, k E Z + ). C,* denotes the dual of the Frechet 
space CA and it is a space of generalized functionals over Jf*. Note that 
,E,* is sequentially weakly complete. 
Let us remark that the case A = 1 plays a special role: .Z, is similar to the 
space introduced by Meyer [7] (and used by Sugita [12] and Watanabe 
[13] for a formulation of Malliavin’s calculus). In [9] a generalization of 
Meyer’s proof was used to show that 2, forms an algebra due to the 
equivalence of norms 
Ill~ll,,k - II IV%4 Ilp (2.11) 
which entails the estimate 
1 11 d 11 p.2k G Cp.k 1 1 t q  i2p,2k 1 11 ti 11 2p,2k (2.12) 
where 
Iv(k)&:= f (a,,-.a,& (2.13 
l,,....ll; = 0 
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(However, it seems reasonable to the author to conjecture that analogous 
estimates, together with the algebraic structure of C, as a consequence, 
hold also for the norms A )I . I(p,k ; at least for A with purely discrete spec- 
trum. This would entail that result (b), Theorem 4.1 resp., would hold 
for Z;1;.) 
3. POSITIVE GENERALIZED FUNCTIONALS IN 2; 
From now on let A be a linear selfadjoint, positive operator on S?, leav- 
ing J1’ invariant. For convenience we shall assume A 2 1. Furthermore we 
shall require that the scalar products (., Ak. ), k E Z + , on Jlr define a 
topology on .M which is weaker than the initial topology, i.e., 5, -+ r in .M 
implies (r,, Akt,) + (5, Ak[) for all k E 72 + . 
Let CA.+ denote the cone of p-a.e. positive functionals in C,. 
DEFINITION 3.1. An element in C: is called positive, if it maps C,,, into 
R + . The cone of positive elements in C; is denoted by ,Z;, + . 
Note that L’:,+ is a weakly closed positive convex cone in Z;. 
The main result of this subsection is the following 
THEOREM 3.2. Let FE .X2,, . Then there exists a unique positive (finite) 
measure vF on 99, so that for all 4 ES? 
holds. 
Remark. At first sight, one might hope that (3.1) holds for 4 E C,, 
similarly as in the case of Schwartz space [3]. However in our case, due to 
the construction of Z,, elements in this space are only defined p-almost 
everywhere. Thus, since in general p and vfi- are singular with respect to 
each other, it does not make sense to consider the r.h.s. of (3.1) for general 
dEC.4. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 has several steps and we start with the 
following 
LEMMA 3.3. The mapping 
I E @, is continuous from .N to C,. 
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ProoJ: Lemma A in the appendix implies immediately that 
exp1(., ~)EZ~, for all J.E@ and all ~EJV. 
Now assume that <, --t 5 in Jf. Then it is sufficient to prove that 
converges to zero for all k E Z + and all p E N. But this also follows from 
Lemma A by use of the triangular inequality, Holder’s inequality, the com- 
putation of Gaussian integrals and the assumptions on A. 
Consider now FEZ,*. Since exp i( ., 5) belongs to Xc, whenever 5 E N, 
we may define 
(W(t) := (f’, exp i(-, 5)) (3.2) 
and therefore obtain a functional TF on JV. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let FE C,* . Then TF is continuous on A’. 
Proof By Lemma 3.3, c, + c in X implies exp i( ., 5,) -+ exp i( ., 5) 
in C,. Thus continuity of F on C, gives the result. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let FE Zf,, . Then TF is positive definite on JV and F is 
represented on 8’ by a unique positive measure vF. 
Proof: Assume FEE:,+. Let {zi; i= l,..., n} c C and {ri; i= l,..., n} 
c JV. Then 
f z~Z~(TF)(<,--<~)= F, i zi,Yjexpi(.,[j)exp(-i(.,<j)) 
ij= 1 ij= 1 > 
f: ziexpi(.,rj) * 
i= 1 I) 
30 
Furthermore, by Corollary 3.4, TF is continuous on JV and hence a 
characteristic functional. The Bochner-Minlos theorem implies the 
existence of a unique positive measure vF, so that 
(3.3) 
for 4 = exp i( ., 0, 5 E JV. By linearity this equality extends to &‘. 
Remark. The choice 5 = 0 shows that vF is finite. 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let FE Z$. Then TF is ray entire, i.e. for every < E M 
(TF)(W := <F, exp A(., t: > > (3.4) 
is an entire analytic function in 2 E @. 
As a preparation for the proof of this lemma, we show the following 
PROPOSITION 3.7. (i) 
&(A)” : fi ( ., ti): = Z;m!(k!)-’ : fj ( ., Aks&): (3.5) 
i= 1 i=l 
here :JJy= 1 (., ti>: is the Hermite polynomial obtained from the 
generating functional 
:expI(., C):zexp(I (., c)--A’/2 IQ’). 
Furthermore Z; denotes the summation over all multiindices k in (Z + )“, 
so that k,+ ... +k,=m and k!=k,!...k,! 
(ii) for all k E Z + and p > 2 
J:(., 5)“llp,k~(n!)1’2nk2k(p- l)“i2 IAk’qn’2 (3.6) 
Proof (i) By definition 
dy(A)” : fi (.) (,): = S-l dr(A)m @,1= L 4, 
,=I 
Our assumption that 9(Ak) I Jf for all k allows for the following com- 
putation: 
with ti(t) = exp( - tA) ti, and we have used the well-known functorial 
formula [ 111: 
exp( - t &(A)) = r(exp( - tA)) 
Finally, applying Leibniz’s formula, we find 
dT(A)“‘&=, ti=C;m!(k!)-’ &=, Akfj 
(3.7) 
and this is the S-transform of the r.h.s. of (3.5). 
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(ii) Of course, we may assume that k = 2/, IE Z + . Then 
All:<-, 5)“: Ilp,*~=(l+4w)‘:L Wll, 
& 1 0 m=O m IlhJir(-4)” :( .Y Wllp 
Next we estimate 
lldy(,4)” :( ., ()“: (lp <Z;m!(k!)-’ 
/I 2 
using first (i) and then the estimate of Theorem I.22 in [ 111. The norm of 
the last expression equals the root of 
where the sum L”’ is over all pairings of i, je {l,..., n} and so it is estimated 
by 
(n!)“‘(( Am<p2 3 
using that A > 1. Next we remark that 
so that 
Z;m!(k!)-’ = nm 
(If+(A)” :( *, 5)“:llp d (n!p2 n”(p - 1)“‘2(& ‘4”5)“” 
Insertion leads to the estimate (3.6). Now we can come to the 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. By standard arguments, FEZ,* implies the 
existence of p E f+J, k E Z’+ and a positive number C, so that for all 4 E C, 
holds C3l. Of course, we may assume p > 2 and in particular we have the 
bound 
I<F, :<., [)“:)I ,< C&z!)“’ nk2Q- I)“/~ (A~‘*<(~‘* 
by Proposition 3.7. 
(3.8) 
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On the other hand, using the continuity of F, we can compute 
(6 exp A(., 5)) =exp(A*P 15l*)<F, :exp J-C., t):> 
=exp(A2/2 151’) 2 i”(n!)-‘(F, :(., 5)“:) 
II = 0 
and the estimate (3.8) shows the absolute convergence of the last sum and 
the lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY 3.8. 9 c L’(dv,) and Eq. (3.3) holds for IJ~ E 9. 
Proof: The characteristic functional TF, FEZ:,+ , of dv, is ray entire 
by Lemma 3.6 and therefore all moments of dv, exist [6], i.e. .Y c L’(dv,). 
Furthermore Eq. (3.3) for 4 E & and Lemma 3.6 imply that 
f exp(iA<x, 5)) dvF(x) +* 
is real analytic in I. for all 5 E JV. But this entails that (F, . ) and s. V~ coin- 
cided on 9. 
Finally we can turn to the 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. First we show that d c L’(dv,). 
It is clearly sufficient to prove that for l EM, exp( ., 5) E L’(dv,). This 
follows, if we can show that cosh( ., 5) is in L’(dv,). Now, cosh( ., 4) is 
approximated pointwise by positive polynomials cosh,( . , 5 ), n E N and 
I cosh,(., 5) dv,= (F, cosh,(., 0) 
is uniformly bounded in n by the estimate (3.8). Thus Fatou’s lemma 
implies cosh(., t)~L’(dv,). The equality of (F, .) and f.dv, on .rB 
follows by Corollary 3.8 and the dominated convergence theorem 
(dominating the Taylor approximation of exp. by 2 cash.). 
Remark. By a similar argument it is possible to show that there 
exists sF>O, so that for all 5 EJV and all 1”~: @ with Re 1 d Ed, 
exp A( ., r)‘E L’(dv,). 
4. POSITIVE GENERALIZED FUNCTIONALS IN C: 
In this subsection we choose A = 1 and therefore drop all corresponding 
subscripts from now on. 
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The main result is the following 
THEOREM 4.1. Let FEZ*. Then FEZ*, if and if TF is positive definite. 
The proof of this theorem is based on the following 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 1+4 E Z, . Then there exists a sequence { q5, ; n E N } of 
positive polynomials 4, converging to 4 (in the topology of C). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. That FE C: implies positive definiteness of TF, 
has already been shown in Lemma 3.5. 
Conversely assume that FEZ* with positive definite T-transform TF. 
Then, by Corollary 3.4, TF is a characteristic functional and hence, by the 
Bochner-Minlos theorem, there exists a unique positive measure vF, whose 
Fourier transform is TF. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, this entails that F 
and j. dv, coincide on d, and in particular on 9. Now let 4 E C, and 
{#n; n E N } a sequence of positive polynomials converging to 4 in Z. The 
existence of such a sequence is guaranteed by Lemma 4.2. Then by con- 
tinuity of F 
(F,d)= lim (F,qL)>O 
ll’02 
and the theorem is proved. 
As a preparation of the proof of Lemma 4.2 we need the following 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let 4 EC with 4 > c > 0 (p-a.e.). Then 4”’ EC. 
ProojI Let us choose a representant of 4, denoted by the same symbol, 
so that 4>c holds pointwise. 
By definition of Z; there exists a sequence (4,; n E N } of polynomials 
converging to 4 in all L p,k Due to Egoroffs theorem [I], we may assume . 
that 4, + 4 almost uniformly, selecting if necessary a subsequence. Thus, 
given any e1 >O, there exists a set AC(s1)~9J so that 
(0 PW~)) <&l 
(ii) for all .s2 > 0 there exists n, E N, so that 
whenever n 2 n,. 
sup Id”(X) - &(x)1 < 62 
xeA(&l) 
In particular, taking from now on s2 small (and no large) enough, we may 
assume that d,,(x) > c/2, for all XE A(&,) and all n 2 n,. 
Next define the sets 
B, := {x E A’-*, d”(x) > c/2} E &3 
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and functions f,, by 
Note that for n an,, B, =I A(&,), so that p(B;) < cr. Furthermore, due to 
the chain rule for ak (the proof in [S] is easily adapted to the present 
situation), which applies for f,, except on aBE, we find that f,, is C” in the 
ak derivatives (k E h + ), except on a& (which has p-measure zero) and that 
all derivatives off, are polynomially bounded functionals. Thus fn E C. 
Consider now the estimation 
Thus, given ~20, choose E, < (4 jl~ljz))2 E’ and e2 < (cE/~)"~. Then for all 
n>,kl, llfn-#1’211: <E. Similarly we can find the estimate 
ilad- m-l%4ii:ac-’ ik-41~:,, 
+ l/2 11&12 I/ 1 (~~1~2-~-“2)112 4.1 Lb n 4 
+ (4~)~’ ll~ll:,’ Mw2 
and an analogous argument as before shows that the first and the third 
term of the last expression can be made arbitrarily small. Moreover, 
because dn + d, pointwise a.e. and on B, #,,, 4 are bounded from below by 
c/2, an application of the dominated convergence theorem controls this 
term. 
Altogether we find that {J,,; HE N) and {i3,f,; n E FY), kEZ+, are 
Cauchy in L'. Since ak, k E Z + , is closed with domain L2,‘, it follows from 
the closed graph theorem, that #‘I2 E I,*.’ and 
a#/2 = i/24- if2akd (p-a.e.) (4.1) 
for all k E Z + . From this and the hypothesis we conclude that d112 E Lp”, 
1 <p < co, namely 
II4”‘II,,, - II IVP21 lip= w 11~-“2 IV& IIp 
< 1/2c-1’2 II IV& IID 
using the equivalence of norms (2.11). 
Now we may apply the same arguments as before to the right hand side 
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of Eq. (4.1) (with additional applications of the dominated convergence 
theoremand(2.12))tofindthat~1’2~Lp~kfora11p~(1,co)andallk~Z+; 
i.e. 4 ‘/*EZ concluding the proof of the proposition. 
Finally we can now prove Lemma 4.2. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We need only prove the statement for 4 E C, with 
4 > c > 0, since 4 + l/N approximates 4 in Z as N tends to infinity. 
For such 4, we have proved in Proposition 4.3 that @‘* E 2. Thus there 
exists a sequence {df”; n E N } of polynomials b!/* converging to d’/* in all 
Lp*k. But then {(&j*)*; n E f+J } is a sequence of positive polynomials con- 
verging to 4, since 
ll(d!z’*)* - iiip,k = iit&‘* - 6’*)(#:‘* + @‘*)iip,k 
d Cp,k tld” - @‘*iI2p,k 
x (IMY2 -@‘2ii2p,k+2 iI&‘*/IZp,k) 
due to (2.12). 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we shall prove the following 
LEMMA A. Let A be a linear selfadjoint operator on Z, satisfying the 
conditions of Section 3. Then for all 5 E JV. ;1 E C 
dy( A)k e”( .0=pktej.<..5> , (A.11 
where Pk,< is a polynomial functional of the following form: 
Let -& denote the sum over all sequences a = {a, ; m = l,..., k }, 
b = (b,; m = l,..., k} of nonnegative integers, so that .ZL = ,(ma, + mb,) = k. 
Then 
(‘4.2) 
where the C,, are nonvanishing real numbers. 
ProoJ Let us assume in addition that A has purely discrete spectrum 
and Ae, = ,ukek for a CONS{ ek; k E Z + } c JV. This gives the proof a sim- 
pler form. The general case can be obtained from a direct use of the 
definition of dy(A) or a limit argument. 
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We proceed inductively. Let k = 1. 
(cf. Section 2 and Prop. 3.7). Now it is easy to compute U(A) exp n( ., 5) 
using the definition of C(A) [ 111 and the result is 
and a little standard computation shows that this is the S-transform of 
(A( . ) A[) -A’(<, A()) :e’<‘J): 
so that insertion yields 
Now assume the statement of the lemma for k. We use (2.9) to compute 
=[ij, p,{ (., e,) a,Pk,Sei-c .() - #P,,,ei<.,k>} 
=,topj {(~,e,)[(a,P,,,)e”< ,c)+ P,,giT,ei(~J>] 
- (8; pk,5) e”<‘,t> -2(a,p,,s) a,eii-J> - pk,5a;ew.d)} 
=p,v,+ ... + VI> 
Inserting the r.h.s. of (A.2), we obtain 
a,(;l( -, A”<))“n- ‘Il(e,, A”{) 
j#n 
.,A<-.c> . 




,Jjl (A(., Ai<>)q(n(., A”5>)“p’(~<., An+?))]1 
j#n 
. el< ..C) 
II,= ( ., e,> P,,(A(e,, 5) eLc ‘.‘) 
Similar computations give the results 
. A’(& A*“+ ‘5) + 2 c anam fi (A(., A’5)Y’ 
l<n<m<k .I= 1 > 
j  f n,i # m  
. (A( ., A”~))“n-‘(l( ., A”~))‘+-’ 
c PJVI = - 2 q,r, c,, I j, (A*(& A”5)lbm 
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and finally 
It remains to verify that cJ=, Pi+ ,,< is a polynomial of the form stated in 
the lemma: First of all observe that the sum of powers of A multiplied with 
the power of the corresponding term gives k + 1 for each Pi+ ,,< (using the 
induction hypothesis), and that again each bracket ( , ) comes with a 
factor A, while ( , ) has a factor A2. 
Furthermore a little inspection shows that each possible term appears in 
c pi!+ 1.f’ so that the Iemma is proved. 
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